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ABSTRACT: Much of the progress in NMR applications over the last decade has
stemmed from the development of proton-detected, heteronuclear multidimensional spec-
troscopy. The basic building blocks of the multitude of double and triple resonance
experiments available today are the heteronuclear multiple quantum correlation (HMQC)
and heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) experiments. The goal of this article
is to provide a comprehensive, pedagogical description of these two pulse sequences, with
the aid of product operator formalism. Building from basic principles, constant-time exper-
iments, sensitivity-enhanced techniques and the role of pulsed-field gradients for coher-
ence transfer pathway selection are explained in detail. This article is intended to be used
as a primer for students and researchers seeking a firm theoretical understanding of the
fundamental tools of modern NMR pulse sequences. © 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

NMR spectroscopy has experienced several revolu-
tionary upheavals in the last 25 years or so, especially
in the field of biomolecular NMR. First, the introduc-
tion of homonuclear, two-dimensional (2D) tech-

niques (1–5) rendered biomolecules as large as 10 kD
amenable to NMR studies. In the last decade, with the
rapid development of isotopic labeling techniques,
proton-detected heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy has
allowed even larger molecules to be studied by NMR.
Modern NMR techniques consist of a seemingly end-
less multitude of pulse sequences and remains in a
state of continuous evolution. However, two simple
building blocks are the root of these experiments, the
heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) and
heteronuclear double quantum coherence (HMQC)
experiments. A clear understanding of more compli-
cated multidimensional experiments requires a clear
understanding of the HSQC and HMQC modules. In
this article, we present a detailed description of these
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two basic modules: Often, a seemingly complex 3D,
triple resonance experiment is simply a concatenation
of several HSQC and/or HMQC steps. The material
presented here should be a useful learning aid for
students and researchers familiar with the basics of
product operator formalism and who are eager to
absorb the intricacies of more complex experiments.

All multidimensional heteronuclear NMR experi-
ments correlate one or more heteronuclear nuclei
(usually labeled S, Q, etc.) with a protein (I) reso-
nance through appropriate coherence transfer steps
(6–9). The overall sensitivity (S/N) of a heteronuclear
correlation experiment (7 ) is proportional to

S/N � �ex�det
3/2�1 � exp��R1,exTC�� [1]

where �ex and �det are the gyromagnetic ratios of the
nucleus excited at the beginning and detected at the
end of the sequence, respectively; TC is the recycle
time of the experiment; and R1,ex is the spin-lattice
relaxation rate constant of the excited nucleus.

Several options for designing heteronuclear exper-
iments are shown in Fig. 1. From a sensitivity point of
view, it is highly advantageous to excite the proton,
followed by polarization transfer to the heteronucleus,
and subsequently reverse polarization transfer to the
proton for detection [Fig. 1(D)]. Müller (10) first
developed such a pulse sequence for heteronuclear
correlation. This pulse sequence was later popularized

by Bax et al. (11) and is presently known as hetero-
nuclear double quantum coherence (HMQC). Subse-
quently, heteronuclear single quantum coherence
(HSQC) sequence was developed (12). The distinc-
tion between these two proton-detected heteronuclear
correlation techniques (10–14) is that IS-spin coher-
ence is stored as multiquantum (HMQC) or single-
quantum (HSQC), during the t1 evolution period.

BUILDING BLOCKS

The easiest way to understand complex NMR exper-
iments is to identify the building blocks from which
these experiments are constructed with the help of
product operator formalism (15). The “right-hand
rule” for rotations is assumed, which is consistent
with the treatment proposed by Sørensen et al. (15)
but opposite to that of Van de Ven and Hilbers (16–
18). Before describing these experiments, however, it
is worthwhile to review the basic features of multiple
pulse experiments.

Refocusing

Refocusing pulses play an important part in multiple-
phase NMR experiments. A perfect refocusing pulse
changes the sign of a given coherence, p 3 �p.
Refocusing of chemical shifts and the heteronuclear
scalar couplings can be achieved by a spin-echo pe-
riod: a 180° pulse placed in the center of a free
precession period (18–20). Figure 2(A) illustrates a
situation where both chemical shift as well as hetero-
nuclear spin-spin coupling are refocused. Two distinct
situations may arise.

Case A(i). Transverse I-spin magnetization evolves
simultaneously under the influence of chemical shift
and spin-spin coupling. However, if the two Hamil-
tonians, chemical shift (�CS) (�CS � 	I IZ 
 	S SZ)
and spin-spin (�SS) (�SS � 2�JISIZ SZ) contain
commuting parts (see Appendix, Scheme I), then
these two effects can be examined independently of
each other. A product operator analysis of the effect
of chemical shift evolution on IY, between points
(a–d) in [Fig. 2(A)], is given below.

�a 3 b� �IYO¡
�	I��IZ

�IY cos 	I� � IXsin 	I�

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IY

�IY cos 	I� � IXsin 	I�

Figure 1 Relative sensitivities of various heteronuclear
coherence transfer experiments. Here, I-spin corresponds to
proton and sensitivities are relative to direct observation of
the S-spin (7 ).
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�c 3 d� O¡
�	I��IZ

�IY cos2	I� � IXsin 	I� cos 	I�

� IXsin 	I� cos 	I� � IYsin2	I� � �IY [2a]

So, at the end of the 2� precession period the state of
the system returns to �IY (i.e., refocused). Now we
consider the effect of case of IS scalar coupling dur-
ing evolution alone, the same analysis [between a and
d, Fig. 2(A)] yields

�a 3 b� �IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos��JIS� /2�

� 2IXSZsin��JIS� /2�

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IY

�IY cos��JIS� /2�

� 2IXSZsin��JIS� /2�

�c 3 d� O¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos2��JIS� /2�

� 2IXSZsin��JIS� /2�cos��JIS� /2�

� 2IXSZsin��JIS� /2�cos��JIS� /2�

� IYsin2��JIS� /2� � �IY [2b]

Thus, an equal interval �/2 before and after the appli-
cation of 180° pulse on the I-spin refocuses its chem-
ical shift as well as heteronuclear scalar couplings.

Case A(ii). In this case, the evolution of transverse
�SY magnetization will be considered. First, consider
evolution due to chemical shift alone:

�a 3 b� �SYO¡
�	S� /2�SZ

�SY cos 	S� /2 � SXsin 	S� /2

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IY

�SY cos 	S� /2 � SXsin 	S� /2

�c 3 d� O¡
�	S� /2�SZ

�SY cos2	S� /2

� SXsin 	S� cos 	S� /2 � SXsin 	S� /2 cos 	S� /2

� SYsin2	S� /2 � �SY cos 	S� � SXsin 	S� [2c]

We find, not surprisingly, that application of an 180°
pulse on spin I does not affect the chemical shift
evolution of spin S, since HCS(S) � 	SZ. However,
the spin-spin coupling, which is proportional to Iz Sz,
is refocused, as show below:

�a 3 b� �SYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�SY cos��JIS� /2� � 2SXIZsin��JIS� /2�

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IY

�SY cos��JIS� /2� � 2SXIZsin��JIS� /2�

�c 3 d� O¡
2JISIZSZ

�SY cos2��JIS� /2� � 2SXIZsin��JIS��cos��JIS� /2�

� 2SXIZsin��JIS� /2�cos��JIS��

� SYsin2��JIS� /2� � �SY [2d]

We arrive at the following conclusions regarding an
IS spin pair in which at least one of the nuclei is
transverse:

● The application of a 180° pulse on the transverse
nucleus refocuses its chemical shift as well as
scalar coupling evolution over a period of time
symmetrically distributed about the 180° pulse.

Figure 2 Variation of spin-echo building blocks. (A) The
effect of selective 180° pulse on chemical shift as well as
heteronuclear spin-spin coupling, JIS. (B) The effect of
nonselective 180° pulse on chemical shift as well as hetero-
nuclear spin-spin coupling JIS. Magnetization at different
points (a–d) is described in the text. Thin and dark vertical
bars refer to 90° and 180° pulses, respectively.
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If the sequence is asymmetric, i.e., �1–180I–�2,
both chemical shift and scalar couplings are re-
focused for a period (�1–�2).

● The application of a 180° pulse on the nontrans-
verse nucleus, over the same period of time,
effectively decouples the scalar coupling be-
tween the two spins, but does not affect the
chemical shift evolution of the transverse nu-
cleus.

Case B. Unlike the earlier case, two 180° (Y) pulses
are applied simultaneously to both I- and S-spins [Fig.
2(B)]. The fate of �IY due to scalar coupling evolu-
tion at different points (a–d) is shown below:

�a 3 b� �IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos��JIS� /2� � 2IXSZsin��JIS� /2�

�b 3 c�O¡
�180��IY � SY�

�IY cos��JIS� /2� � 2IXSZsin��JIS� /2�

�c 3 d� O¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos2��JIS� /2�

� 2IXSZsin��JIS��cos��JIS� /2�

� 2IXSZsin��JIS� /2�cos��JIS�� � IYsin2��JIS� /2�

� �IY cos��JIS�� � 2IXSZsin��JIS�� [2e]

We therefore conclude:

● Application of simultaneous 180° pulses on both
nuclei over a symmetric �–(180I, 180S)–� period,
refocuses chemical shift of the transverse nu-
cleus and retains evolution under the J-coupling
over the entire 2� period.

● For an asymmetric sequence �1–(180I, 180S)–�2,
chemical shifts are refocused over a period (�1–
�2), whereas couplings evolve over a period
(�1 
 �2).

Coherence Transfer Pathways

Coherence is a generalization of the idea of transverse
magnetization in NMR. Transverse magnetization
corresponds to a coherence order of p � �1 and is
associated with product operators such as IX,Y,
2IZ SX,Y, etc. in which only one nucleus is associated
with “transverse” operators (“xy”), whereas all others
are either “z” or identity. Higher orders of coherences
are represented by product operators consisting of
multiple transverse operators. For example, an oper-

ator such as 2IX SY may be decomposed into a sum
and difference of double- and zero-quantum opera-
tors. For spin-1

2
nuclei, the highest coherence order

possible is equal to the total number of coupled spins.
A detailed discussion of coherence order pathways
can be found in Ernst et al. (7 ) and Bain (21). The aim
of any given pulse sequence is to selectively retain a
specific coherence transfer pathway and eliminate all
others. Selection of a desired coherence pathway is
achieved either by phase cycling or the use of pulsed
field gradients. Both approaches are described with
simple examples.

Coherence Pathway Selection

Phase Cycles. For a given pulse sequence consisting
of multiple pulses and delays, more than one coher-
ence transfer pathway exists. The term phase cycling
refers to the process of repeating a pulse sequence
with a systematic variation of the relative phase of the
pulses within the sequence to retain a specific coher-
ence transfer pathway. A formal treatment of phase
cycling concepts and methodologies is beyond the
scope of this review and can be found elsewhere (21,
22). However, a simple example relevant to hetero-
nuclear experiments called the spin-echo difference
sequence is presented here. Consider an ensemble of
spins consisting of coupled I-S spin pairs and uncou-
pled I� spins in a natural abundance study of 13C-
bound proton sample consisting of 1% 13C- and 99%
12C-bound protons, respectively. If we wish to obtain
a 1D spectrum consisting of 13C-bound protons only,
we can use the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 Spin-echo difference experiment illustrating ba-
sic phase-cycling principles. Narrow and broad pulses rep-
resent 90° and 180° pulses, respectively, with phase x,
unless specified explicitly. If the phase � � x, I and S are
decoupled, and both I� and I spin magnetization refocus
with the same phase at the end of the sequence. If � � �x,
the IS coupling remains active over a period 1/JIS and
therefore, I and I� magnetizations refocus with opposite
phase. Addition or subtraction of two FIDs acquired with
the phase � cycled x, �x yields pure I-spin or pure I�-spin
spectra.
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Beginning from an initial state of (�Iy � I�y), we
follow the fate of the I and I� spins over a spin-echo
period 1/JIS. Because the I� spins are not coupled to
S, they are not affected by pulses on the S spin and,
therefore, are always refocused with the same phase.
The fate of these I spins, however, depends on the net
effect of the 90x–180x–90� sequence of pulses on S,
based on whether the phase � of the 90°(S) pulse is x
or �x. If � � x, the total flip angle associated with
the 90x–180x–90x sequence is 360° � 0° and there-
fore, the net effect is that of no pulse being applied on
S. In that case, Iy behaves identically to I�y, i.e.,
refocuses with the same phase. On the other hand, if
� � �x, the net flip angle of the 90x–180x–90(�x)

sequence is 180x on S, and, therefore, the JIS coupling
remains active throughout the 1/JIS period. The total
evolution under the scalar coupling is given by

�IyO¡
JIS

�Iycos��JISt� � 2IxSzsin��JISt�

� �Iy��1� � Iy for t � 1/JIS [2f]

Because of the coupling evolution, the phase of I
spins invert relative to I� (which, of course, is inert
with respect to changes in �). As a result, if we record
two FIDs, with a phase-cycle � � x, �x and subtract
them (often denoted by the conmitant cycling of the
receiver phase �R � x, �x), only the I-spin spectrum
remains, whereas the I� signals are canceled. By the
same token, if we wish to purge I-spin spectrum and
retain only the I� spins, we would add the two FIDs
(� � x, �x; �R � x, x). In this way, we may select
desired coherences by cycling of a phase of a spin (S)
to which one set of spins (I) is sensitive and the other
(I�) is not. It may be noted that the more common
form of spin echo difference experiments does not use
180° pulse on the S spin. More extensive applications
of phase cycling in the context of coherence transfer
pathway selection will follow in the sections on
HSQC and HMQC.

Pulsed Field Gradients

A pulsed field gradient (23, 24) is a short, timed pulse
during which the Bo field is made spatially inhomo-
geneous. As a result, transverse magnetization
dephases across the sample and is apparently lost.
This loss, however, can be reversed by the application
of a subsequent gradient, thus restoring the magneti-
zation. A spatial average over all isochromates is
taken during acquisition.

Pulsed field gradients (PFGs) are routinely used in
NMR imaging (24) as well as in high-resolution,

multidimensional NMR studies of molecules in solu-
tion (25–29). The basis of pulse field gradients is
described below.

Gradient Methodology

Gradient methodology is used extensively for two
purposes, either rephasing (selection) (30, 31) or
dephasing (elimination) (32) of particular magnetiza-
tion transfer pathway.

Whenever gradients are applied in a particular di-
rection (it is assumed here that gradients are applied
along the z direction), it generates a phase factor
associated with the coherence level. A brief introduc-
tion is provided to four important applications (32) of
gradients that directly related to phase cycling. To
describe the effects of field gradients, it is convenient
to re-express the Cartesian operators IX and IY in
terms of raising and lowering operators I
 and I� (7,
22, 32–34), respectively (Appendix, Scheme V).

(A) Rephasing of Transverse Magnetization. If two
gradients with the same strength, shape, duration, and
polarity are applied on either side of 180° pulse [Fig.
4(A)], then transverse magnetization is refocused.
Longitudinal magnetization generated (example, IX

3 IZ) due to an imperfect 180° pulse will be
dephased. Two cases are discussed.

Case (1): Rephasing of transverse magnetization.

�a 3 b� I
 � I�O¡
�IGr �IZ

I
exp��i�IGr�� � I�exp�
i�IGr��

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IX

I�exp��i�IGr�� � I
exp�
i�IGr��

�c 3 d� O¡
�IGr �IZ

I�exp�
i�IGr��exp��i�IGr��

� I
exp�
i�IGr��exp��i�IGr�� � I
 � I� [3a]

The net phase acquired after 2� is zero, and we obtain
the same transverse magnetization (I
 
 I�) that we
started with, where G is the gradient strength, � is the
duration of gradient application, r the distance from
the gradient isocenter, and �I and �S are the nuclear
gyromagnetic ratio of I- and S-spin, respectively.

Case (2): Removal of artifacts (e.g., IX 3 IZ) due
to imperfect 180° pulse.

�a 3 b� I
 � I�O¡
�IGr �IZ

I
exp��i�IGr�� � I�exp�
i�IGr��

HSQC AND HMQC PULSE SEQUENCES 5



�b 3 c�O¡
�180 � ��IX

�imperfect pulse�

cos ��I
exp�
i�IGr�� � I�exp��i�IGr���

� iIZ�exp��i�IGr�� � exp�
i�IGr���

�c 3 d� O¡
�IGr �IZ

cos ��I
 � I��

� iIZ�exp��i�IGr�� � exp�
i�IGr���

Any magnetization associated with a phase factor
experiences different gradient strength and the overall
integrals become zero. Hence, at the end of 2� longi-

tudinal magnetization (IZ) associated with the phase
factor will be dephased.

(B) Removal of Transverse Magnetization. If two
gradients with the same strength, shape and duration,
but opposite polarity, are applied on either side of the
180° pulse [Fig. 4(B)], then any unwanted transverse
magnetization (ex. IX 3 IX or IZ 3 IX) is dephased
[Eq. 3b].

(Case 1): Removal of any transverse (IX 3 IX)
magnetization.

�a 3 b� I
 � I�O¡
�IGr �IZ

I
exp��i�IGr�� � I�exp�
i�IGr��

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IX

I�exp��i�IGr�� � I
exp�
i�IGr��

�c 3 d� O¡
�I��G�r �IZ

I�exp��i�IGr��exp��i�IGr��

� I
exp�
i�IGr��exp�
i�IGr��

� I�exp��2i�IGr�� � I
exp�
2i�IGr�� [3b]

The negative sign in front of the gradient means
opposite polarity compared with the first gradient. At
the end of the 2�, transverse magnetization acquires a
phase factor of exp(�2i�I Gr�) and exp(
2i�I Gr�)
and eventually gets dephased.

(Case 2): Removal of transverse (IZ 3 IX) mag-
netization from pulse imperfections.

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�IGr �IZ

IZ

�b 3 c�O¡
�180 � ��IX

�imperfect pulse�

IZ cos � � i/2 sin ��I
 � I��

�c 3 d� O¡
�I� � G�r �IZ

IZ cos �

� i/2 sin ��I
exp�
i�IGr�� � I�exp��i�IG��� [3c]

Unwanted transverse magnetization created by the
imperfect 180° pulse acquires a phase factor from the
second gradient and is dephased.

(C) Suppression of I- and S-Spin Coherences and
Retention of Two-Spin Order (2IZSZ). A pair of 90°
pulses [Fig. 4(C)] are applied simultaneously to ac-
complish magnetization transfer frequently between
two J-coupled I and S. However, a delay that is much

Figure 4 Application of pulsed field gradient. (A) Rephas-
ing of transverse magnetization refocused by 180° pulse.
(B) Elimination of transverse IX or IY components due to
imperfect 180° decoupling pulse on I-spin. (C) Suppression
of I- and S-spin coherences. (D) Selection of I
 3 S


coherence order (32).
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shorter than T1 relaxation time of the coupled nuclei
may be inserted between the two 90° pulses without
affecting the sensitivity of the experiment. This
spoiler gradient removes any accidentally excited
magnetization and retains the two-spin order (2IZ SZ).
This is explained as follows:

�a 3 b� 2SZIXO¡
�90�IY

�2SZIZ

�b 3 c� O¡
�IGr �IZ

�2SZIZ

�c 3 d� O¡
�90�SX

2SYIZ [3d]

However, any unwanted transverse IY magnetization

IYO¡
�90�IY

IYO¡
�IGr �IZ

� i/2�I
exp���IGr�� � I�exp�
�IGr���O¡
�90�SY

� i/2�I
exp���IGr�� � I�exp�
�IGr��� [3e]

acquires a phase factor and ultimately gets dephased.

(D) Selection of I�3 S� Coherence Order. In this
gradient setup [Fig. 4(D)] I
 3 S
 coherence order
is selected. The magnetization I
 acquires a phase
factor exp(�I G1r �) from the first gradient of strength
(G1). S
 coherence is created by 90° (X) pulse on
S-spin, acquires a phase of exp(��S G2r �) from the
second gradient of strength (G2).

�a 3 b� SZI
O¡
�IG1r �IZ

SZI
exp��i�IG1r��

�b 3 c� O¡
�90�IX � SX

1/2IZ�S
� � S
�exp��i�IG1r��

� i/4�S� � S
��I� � I
�exp��i�IG1r��

�c 3 d� O¡
�SG2r �SZ

1/2IZS�exp��i�IG1r��exp��i�SG2r��

� 1/2IZS
exp��i�IG1r��exp�
i�SG2r�� [3f]

The net phase factor acquired in this coherence trans-
fer is exp[�ir�(�I G1 
 �S G2)]. In order to select
the coherence transfer pathway I
 3 S
 net phase
acquired should be zero.

�IG1r� � �SG2r� � 0

G1/G2 � ��S/�I [4]

Hence for S � 15N and I � 1H, for which �I/�S �
10, G1 needs to be 10 � G2 and of opposite polarity
in order to achieve refocusing of I
 3 S
 coherence
transfer.

Echo and Anti-Echo Method. One of the conse-
quences of using pulsed-field gradients for coherence
pathway selection is that 2D spectra are phase mod-
ulated, which give rise to undesirable phase-twisted
line shapes. In order to obtain “phase-sensitive,” or
pure, absorption more spectra, the following protocol
(27, 31, 35) is adopted. Two spectra are recorded, the
first being the P-type or anti-echo spectrum:

S�t1, t2�P � � exp�i	St1�exp�i	It2�

The “P” indicates positive, meaning here that the sign
of the frequencies in �1 and �2 dimensions are the
same.

The second data set is called the echo or N-type:

S�t1, t2�N � � exp��i	St1�exp�i	It2�

The “N” indicates negative, meaning here that the
sign of the frequencies in �1 and �2 dimensions are
opposite. The P- and N-type data are stored sepa-
rately; adding them together produces a cosine-mod-
ulated data set: cos(	S t1)exp(i	I t2), whereas, sub-
tracting them from one another produces a sine-
modulated data set: sin(	S t1)exp(i	I t2). The linear
combination can be represented as follows:

cos�	St1�exp�i	It2�

� 1/2�exp�i	St1� � exp��i	St1�exp�i	It2�;

sin�	St1�exp�i	It2�

� �i/2�exp�i	St1 � exp��i	St1�exp�i	It2�.

This net data can then be processed in the usual
manner by the STATES method (36).

In this section we have seen that both phase cy-
cling and PFGs can be used for coherence pathway
selection. In general, PFG-based experiments have
several advantages over their phase-cycled counter-
parts. Before discussing these benefits, we first de-
scribe the basic, phase-cycled versions of the HSQC
and HMQC experiments followed by their corre-
sponding gradient-“enhanced” versions. Subse-
quently, we shall discuss sensitivity-enhanced modi-
fications of these experiments.

HSQC AND HMQC PULSE SEQUENCES 7



HETERONUCLEAR SINGLE QUANTUM
CORRELATION

Although the HSQC experiment was developed after
HMQC, the HSQC experiment is simpler to describe.
The pulse sequence for a basic HSQC experiment (12)
is shown in Fig. 5. The experiment employs two
INEPT (37) magnetization transfers. The first one
creates antiphase heteronuclear coherence (IY 3
2IZ SY) and the second is used to convert this coher-
ence back to observable magnetization (2IZ SY3 IY).
The enhancement in sensitivity possible with this
scheme is significantly higher than the enhancement
obtained using the nuclear Overhauser effect to ob-
serve the low-�S-spin resonance. It can be summa-
rized as follows:

● The first INEPT step creates a proton antiphase
magnetization (2IX SZ) during �. To refocus
chemical shift modulation during this period, a
180° pulse on both spins is introduced in the
middle of � period.

● Coherence is subsequently transferred to the di-
rectly attached heteronucleus (15N or 13C, etc.)
by simultaneous 90° pulses on both spins
(2IZ SY).

● The S-spin coherence is frequency-labeled dur-
ing the t1 period. The 180° pulse on the I-spin in
the middle of t1 refocuses the evolution of het-
eronuclear JIS coupling.

● A 90° pulse on both spins transfer the magneti-
zation back to proton as antiphase I-spin mag-
netization (2IY SZ).

● The final spin-echo period converts this an-
tiphase term into in-phase proton magnetization
(2IY SZ 3 IX).

For a two-spin I-S system the entire sequence of
events, in terms of product operators, is presented
below starting from points a to d in Eq. [5].

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�90�IX

�IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos �JIS� � 2IXSZsin �JIS�

O¡
� � 1/ 2JIS

2IXSZO¡
�90��I�Y � SX�

�2IZSY

�b 3 c� O¡
�	St1�SZ

�180�IY

2IZSY cos 	St1 � 2IZSXsin 	St1

�c 3 d�O¡
�90��IY � SX�

2IXSZ cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1

O¡
2JISIZSZ

� � 1/ 2JIS

IYcos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1 [5]

Therefore, prior to detection (point d) there is in-
phase magnetization IY as well as an unobservable
multiple quantum term 2IX SX. A basic two-step phase
cycle is necessary to filter out the undesirable mag-
netization from protons attached to 12C or 14N and a
four-step cycle for complete elimination of undesir-
able double quantum terms. A two-step phase cycle
can not eliminate unwanted double quantum terms.
Details of the four-step phase cycling scheme (38) are
provided in Table 1.

Figure 5 Pulse sequences for the fundamental HSQC se-
quence. The delay � is set to 1/(2JIS). Decoupling of the
S-spins during acquisition is accomplished using Waltz-16
(57 ). The basic phase cycling is �1( x, �x, x, �x), �2( x,
x, �x, �x), and receiver �R( x, �x, �x, x) is applied in
the sequence (39).

Table 1 Phase Cycling Used in Basic HSQC Pulse Sequence

�1 �2 �R

Magnetization at Point d Protons
Bound to 13C

Magnetization at Point d
for Protons Bound to 12C

Step I x x x IYcos�JISt1�2IX SXsin �JISt1 IY

Step II �x x �x �(IYcos�JISt1�2IX SXsin�JISt1) IY

Step III x �x �x �(IYcos�JISt1
2IX SXsin�JISt1) IY

Step IV �x �x x IYcos�JISt1
2IX SXsin �JISt1 IY

Magnetization before the start of acquisition is shown for protons attached to 12C and 13C (Fig. 5).
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HETERONUCLEAR MULTIPLE QUANTUM
CORRELATION

The HMQC experiment provides correlation between
protons and scalar coupled heteronuclei (10) through
the creation of heteronuclear multiple-quantum coher-
ence. The pulse sequence for the basic HMQC
scheme (10, 11) is shown in Fig. 6. Its components are
as follows:

● The HMQC pulse sequence starts with a 90°
pulse on the I-spin followed by a delay � �
1/ 2JIS. As a result, in-phase I magnetization is
converted into antiphase (2IY SZ) magnetization.
Because the centrally placed 180° pulse on the
I-spin refocuses the proton chemical shift evo-
lution over the entire duration of the sequence,
we need to consider only J-evolution as far as
spin I is concerned.

● A 90° pulse on the S-spin converts this antiphase
term into a combination of zero- and double-
quantum coherence (2IY SX).

● This coherence evolves during the t1 evolution
period. In the absence of the 180° I-spin pulse in
the center of the t1 period, the IY SX term would
have evolved with the sum (	I 
 	S) and
difference (	I � 	S) frequencies of the two
spins. However, the centrally placed 180° pulse
on the I-spin selectively refocuses I-spin chem-
ical shift evolution and, therefore, the coherence
is labeled only with the S-spin frequency.

● The second 90° pulse on the S-spin “returns” the
multiple quantum coherence to observable an-
tiphase I-spin magnetization.

● Finally the second delay � converts the antiphase
term into an in-phase term.

Steps (a–d) are described below using a product op-
erator analysis:

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�90�IX

�IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

� � 1/�2JIS�

2IXSZ � 2IXSZO¡
�90�SX

�2IXSY

�b 3 c� O¡
�	It1�IZ

�	St1�SZ

�2IXSY cos 	It1cos 	St1

� 2IXSX cos 	It1sin 	St1 � 2IYSYsin 	It1cos 	St1

� 2IYSXsin 	It1sin 	St1

�c 3 d� O¡
�90�SX

2IXSX cos 	It1sin 	St1

� 2IYSXsin 	It1sin 	St1 � 2IXSZ cos 	It1cos 	St1

� 2IYSZsin 	It1cos 	St1

O¡
2JISIZSZ

�� � 1/ 2JIS�

2IXSXcos 	It1sin 	St1

� 2IYSXsin 	It1sin 	St1 � IY cos 	It1cos 	St1

� IXsin 	It1cos 	St1 [6a]

The 180° pulse of I-spin in the middle of t1 refocuses
the I-spin chemical shift. As a result, magnetization
transfer from points a to d is as follows:

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IX

�	St1�SZ

�2IX�SY cos 	St1 � SXsin 	St1�

�c 3 d� O¡
�90�SX

�2IXSZ cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1

O¡
2JISIZSZ

�� � 1/ 2JIS�

�IY cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1 [6b]

Experimentally one can detect only single quantum
coherence (IX, IY, IX SZ, IY SZ), whereas multiple
quantum (IX SY, IX SX, IY SY, IY SX) remains undetect-
able. This unobservable coherence can be converted
into observable single-quantum magnetization with a
modified pulse sequence called sensitivity-enhanced
HMQC (se-HMQC). In the HMQC sequence, un-
wanted magnetization transfer pathways are removed
by a four-step phase cycle (Table 2).

Sensitivity Enhancement in Heteronuclear
Experiments

The sensitivity of proton-detected 2D heteronuclear
correlation NMR spectroscopy can be increased as
much as a factor of �2 compared with the phase-
cycled method for heteronuclei with a single attached
proton. This enhanced sensitivity is obtained by refo-

Figure 6 Pulse sequence for the fundamental HMQC se-
quence. � is set to 1/(2JIS). Phase of the 90° pulse on S-spin
and the receiver are �1( x, �x, x, �x), �2( x, x, �x, �x),
and �R( x, �x, �x, x), respectively. Points (a–d) are
meant to describe magnetization in the pulse sequence. The
dashed bar refers to 180° pulse on I-spin (39).
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cusing and detecting two orthogonal in-phase magne-
tization components (36, 38, 39).

Sensitivity-enhanced HSQC (se-HSQC) Sequence.
In the conventional HSQC sequence, heteronuclear
single quantum evolves under the influence of the
S-spin chemical shift during t1 to yield two-orthogo-
nal terms proportional to 2IZ SY and 2IZ SX. One of
the two antiphase magnetization terms is not refo-
cused by the reverse INEPT sequence and conse-
quently does not contribute to the final observed mag-
netization. Therefore, on average one-half of the
initial I-spin polarization does not contribute to the
detected signal. In contrast, the sensitivity-enhanced
versions of these experiments enhance the S/N ratio
by �2 relative to the phase-cycled version.

The pulse sequence for the sensitivity-enhanced
HSQC (36, 38, 39) is shown in Fig. 7. Magnetization
at different points (a–f) for I-S spin system are de-
scribed below:

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�90�IX

�IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos �JIS� � 2IXSZsin �JIS�

O¡
� � 1/ 2JIS

2IXSZO¡
�90��I�Y � sX�

�2IZSY

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IY

�	S�SZ

2IZSY cos 	St1 � 2IZSXsin 	St1

�c 3 d� O¡
�90�IY,SX

2IXSZ cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1

O¡
2JISIZSZ

� � 1/ 2JIS

IYcos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1

�d 3 e� O¡
�90�IY,SY

IZ cos 	St1 � 2IXSZsin 	St1

O¡
2JISIZSZ

� � 1/ 2JIS

�IZ cos 	St1 � IYsin 	St1

�e 3 f� O¡
�90�IY

�IX cos 	St1 � IYsin 	St1 [7]

The results from this analysis can be generalized as
follows. The observable magnetization prior to detec-
tion for the first experiment is

�IX cos 	St1 � �1nIYsin 	St1 [8]

and for the second experiment is

IXcos 	St1 � �1nIYsin 	St1 [9]

where �1n is the Kronecker delta and n is the number
of protons directly attached to the heteronucleus. This
idea was originally proposed by Rance et al. (36, 38,
40) as the preservation of equivalent pathways (PEP)
technique. For n � 1, the observable magnetization
(�IXcos 	S t1 
 IYsin 	S t1) represents orthogonal
in-phase I-spin magnetization components, that have
both evolved at the frequency of S-spin during t1. There-
fore, the entire initial I-spin polarization contributes to
the observed signal, resulting in a sensitivity enhance-
ment compared with the conventional HSQC sequence.
In the postacquisition data processing (Table 3) scheme
data from step (I) and step (II) are kept separate. On

Figure 7 Pulse sequence for the heteronuclear single
quantum spectra with enhanced sensitivity (se-HSQC).
Magnetization at different points (a–f) is described in the
text. Decoupling in heteronuclear channel is done by
Waltz-16 (57 ). The delay � is set to 1/ 2JIS. Quadrature
detection in �1 dimension is achieved by TPPI (49) or by
STATES method (36 ). The basic phase cycling is �1( x,
�x, x, �x), �2( x, x, �x, �x), �3( y, �y, y, �y), and
receiver phase �R( x, �x, �x, x). Net magnetization be-
fore acquisition is given in Table 3.

Table 2 Phase Cycling Used in Basic HMQC Pulse Sequence

�1 �2 �R

Magnetization at Point d Protons
Bound to 13C

Magnetization at Point d
for Protons Bound to 12C

Step I x x x �IYcos�JISt1
2IX SXsin �JISt1 �IY

Step II �x x �x �(�IYcos�JISt1
2IX SXsin�JISt1) �IY

Step III x �x �x IYcos�JISt1
2IX SXsin �JISt1 �IY

Step IV �x �x x �(IYcos�JISt1
2IX SXsin�JISt1) �IY

Magnetization before the start of acquisition is shown for protons attached to 12C and 13C (Fig. 6).
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subtraction, the two data sets give the single observable
term (SUBTRACT spectra):

2IXcos 	St1 [10]

On addition (step II 
 step I), the two data sets yield
the single observable term (ADD spectra):

2IYsin 	St1 [11]

The coefficient of 2 in the above equations arises
because two acquisitions have been performed. In
practice, each experiment would be recorded with
one-half of the total number of transients desired to
maintain the same total acquisition time as the con-
ventional, phase-cycled experiment. The data sets de-
scribed in Eqs. [10] and [11] are identical except for
a 90° phase difference in both dimensions. The data
sets can be transformed and phased into 2D hetero-
nuclear correlation spectra with purely absorptive
peak shapes in both dimensions (38).

In adding and subtracting these data sets, the noise
also increases by a factor �2 and, therefore, the S/N
increases by a factor 2/�2 � �2 � 1.4. In practice,
the theoretical S/N enhancement of 40% is never
achieved, because the pulse sequence consists of ad-
ditional pulses and delays that tend to degrade the
sensitivity below the theoretical maximum. Even so,
in most cases the S/N enhancement is sufficient to
warrant routine incorporation of this sequence into
more complex pulse sequences.

Figure 8 shows 1D slices parallel to the �2 axis for
selected N-H resonances from 2D spectra. Cross sec-
tions are shown for the amide resonances of (a) Tyr23,
(b) Ala25, (c) Leu29, and (d) side-chain NH2 with a
15N chemical shift of 115 PPM. In each case the
bottom trace is taken from the conventional HSQC
spectrum, the second trace from the ADD spectrum,
the third trace from the SUBTRACT spectrum, and
the top trace from the enhanced spectrum. Slices are
plotted on the same absolute intensity scale. In each
case the sensitivity improvement of the enhanced
spectrum over the original spectrum is 1.26 for Fig.
8(a), 1.26 for Fig. 8(b), and 1.31 for Fig. 8(c).

Sensitivity-enhanced HMQC Sequence. The se-
HMQC sequence (38, 39) works in virtually the same
way as the se-HSQC sequence. Enhanced sensitivity
is obtained by refocusing and detecting two-orthogo-
nal in-phase proton magnetization components, rather
than a single component. The two magnetization com-
ponents are deconvoluted to produce two pure-phase
spectra with an enhanced sensitivity compared with
the fundamental HMQC sequence. The pulse se-
quence for the se-HMQC (Fig. 9) and detailed anal-
ysis of magnetization at different points (a–i) is given
below:

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�90�IX

�IYO¡
�	I��IZ

�IY cos 	I� � IXsin 	I�

Table 3 Four-Step Phase Cycles Are Used in Sensitivity-Enhanced HSQC Sequence

�1 �2 �3 �R Magnetization at Point (f)

Step I x x y x �IXcos	S t1
IYsin 	S t1

Step II �x x �y �x �(�IXcos	S t1�IYsin	S t1)
Step III x �x y �x IXcos	S t1
IYsin 	S t1

Step IV �x �x �y x �(IXcos	S t1�IYsin	S t1)

Magnetization prior to acquisition point (f) is shown in every step (Fig. 7).

Figure 8 Cross section from 1H-15N spectra of BPTI.
Cross sections are shown for the amide resonance of (a)
Tyr23, (b) Ala25, (c) Leu29 and (d) side-chain NH2 reso-
nance. In each case the bottom trace is taken from the
conventional HSQC spectrum, the second trace from the
add spectrum, the third trace from the subtract spectrum,
and the top trace from the enhanced spectrum. The slices are
plotted on an absolute intensity scale (38 ).
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O¡
2JISIZSZ

cos 	I���IY cos �JIS� � 2IXSZsin �JIS��

� sin 	I��IX cos �JIS� � 2IYSZsin �JIS��

In order to create maximum anti-phase magnetization,
� is set to (1/ 2JIS):

O¡
� � 1/ 2JIS

2IXSZcos 	I� � 2IYSZsin 	I�

O¡
�90�SX

�2IXSY cos 	I� � 2IYSYsin 	I�

�b 3 c� O¡
�180�IY

�	St1�SZ

2IX cos 	I��SY cos 	St1

� SXsin 	St1� � 2IYsin 	I��SY cos 	St1 � SXsin 	St1�

Magnetization at this point is similar to the conven-
tional HMQC experiment.

�c 3 d� O¡
�90�SX

2IXSZ cos 	I� cos 	St1

� 2IYSZsin 	I� cos 	St1 � 2IXSX cos 	I� sin 	St1

� 2IYSXsin 	I� sin 	St1O¡
�	I��IZ,2IZSZ

�� � 1/2JIS�

IY cos 	St1 � 2IXsin 	St1��SYsin 	S� � SX cos 	S��

�d 3 e� O¡
�90�IX

�180�SY

IZ cos 	St1 � 2IXsin 	St1�SYsin 	S� � SX cos 	S��

�e 3 f� O¡
�	I��IZ

IZ cos 	St1

� 2IXSX cos 	I� sin 	St1 � 2IYSXsin 	I� sin 	St1

�f 3 g� O¡
�180�IY

�90�SY

�IZ cos 	St1

� 2IXSZ cos 	I� sin 	St1 � 2IYSZsin 	I� sin 	St1

�g 3 h� O¡
2JISIZSZ

�� � 1/2JIS�

�IZ cos 	St1 � IYsin 	St1

�h 3 i� O¡
�90�IY

�IX cos 	St1 � IYsin 	St1 [12]

Thus, both the orthogonal in-phase magnetization (IX,
IY) components are detected, thereby enhancing the
sensitivity relative to a phase-cycled HMQC experi-
ment. The net magnetization arising from each of the
four steps is given in Table 4. Data processing is the
same as mentioned in the se-HSQC sequence.

Gradient-Enhanced Pulse Sequences

Although phase cycling is a convenient means of
coherence pathway selection, there are several pitfalls
that one may encounter.

● A minimum number of scans or transients one
required to achieve the desired phase cycling,
thereby setting a lower limit to the total data
collection time.

● Because phase cycling is essentially a subtrac-
tion procedure, artifacts may arise because of
imperfect cancellation of undesirable pathways
due to pulse or phase instabilities between tran-
sients. This is especially so when the concentra-
tion of I-S spin pairs is low relative to unpaired
I-spin. For example, in an H-C correlation ex-
periment at natural abundance one needs to can-

Table 4 Four-Step Phase Cycles Used in Sensitivity-Enhanced HMQC Sequence

�1 �2 �3 �R Magnetization at Point (i)

Step I x x y x �IXcos	S t1
IYsin 	S t1

Step II �x x �y �x �(�IXcos	S t1�IYsin	S t1)
Step III x �x y x IXcos	S t1
IYsin 	S t1

Step IV �x �x �y �x �(IXcos	S t1�IYsin	S t1)

Magnetization at the point (i) (Fig. 9) is shown in column 5.

Figure 9 Pulse sequence for the heteronuclear multiple
quantum spectra with enhanced-sensitivity (se-HMQC).
Magnetization at different points (a–i) is described in the
text. Decoupling in heteronuclear channel is done by
Waltz-16 (58 ). The delay � is set to 1/ 2JIS. Quadrature
detection in �1 dimension is achieved by the TPPI (49) or
by the STATES method (36 ). The basic phase cycling is
�1( x, �x, �x, x), �2( y, �y, �y, y), and receiver phase
�R( x, �x, �x, x) (39). Net magnetization before acquisi-
tion is given in Table 4.
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cel out 99% signals from 12C-bound protons by
phase cycling while retaining only the remaining
1% of 13C-bound protons.

● Subtraction artifacts are especially severe when
dynamic range is an issue, e.g., when carrying
out experiments in H2O. In aqueous solution,
even for near 100% isotope-labeled samples, one
needs to phase cycle out water protons whose
concentration is typically 110 molar, which is
typically �105 times higher than the sample
concentration. However, at these concentration
ratios, in order to prevent the solvent signal from
“overflowing” the ADC, the receiver gain has to
be lowered to a level where the signal from the
sample falls below the ADC digitizer resolution,
and therefore, never rises above noise level. As
a result, although one achieves apparent solvent
suppression from phase cycling, the desired sig-
nal from the sample is never observed. To avoid
this problem, it is usually necessary to presatu-
rate the solvent or use other solvent suppression
techniques.

The use of pulsed-field gradients for coherence selec-
tion provides a powerful alternative to phase cycling
(24, 41) by permitting selection of the desired coher-
ence transfer pathway in a single transient, while
simultaneously eliminating (actually, dephasing) all
unwanted pathways. As a result, most of the problems
associated with phase cycling are mitigated (42). The
following section describes the incorporation of gra-
dient based coherence selection in the HSQC and
HMQC experiments.

Sensitivity-Enhancement with Gradients

Pulsed-field gradients are used to suppress undesir-
able coherence pathways and to suppress solvent in a
single transient, thereby eliminating or diminishing
the need for phase cycling (31, 35, 43). In a gradient-
enhanced experiment, either the P- or N-type coher-
ence is selected and this introduces a sensitivity loss
by a factor of �2 compared with the fundamental
experiment. However, when incorporated into a sen-
sitivity-enhanced HSQC/HMQC scheme, as proposed
by Kay et al. (44), both N-type (echo) as well as
P-type (anti-echo) coherence pathways are selected
and overall sensitivity is retained. The gradient ver-
sions of PEP-based, sensitivity-enhanced HSQC/
HMQC sequences are often called Rance-Kay tech-
niques.

Gradient-Enhanced HSQC Sequence with Sensitiv-
ity Enhancement (gs-HSQC). The gradient version
of the HSQC sequence with sensivitity enhancement
(Fig. 10) is described below:

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�90�IX

�IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos �JIS�

� 2IXSZsin �JIS�O¡
� � 1/2JIS

2IXSZO¡
�90��IY � SX�

2IZSY

�b 3 c�O¡
�	St1�SZ,�180�IX

�2IZSY cos 	St1 � 2IZSXsin 	St1

�c 3 d�O¡
�90��IX � SX�

�180�SY

2IYSZ cos 	St1 � 2IYSXsin 	St1

Figure 10 Pulse sequence for the gradient with sensitivi-
ty-enhanced HSQC (gs-HSQC). Phases �1( x, �x) and
�R( x, �x) are used in the sequence (44 ). For every t1

increment, the phase �1 and the receiver are inverted. The
strength of gradients G1 and G2 are 30 and 29.05 G/cm with
duration 2.5 and 0.25 ms, respectively, along the z direction.
In these pulse sequences, the delays �, �1, �2 are set to 2.75,
2.75, and 0.3 ms, respectively. Decoupling is achieved with
the use of the Waltz decoupling sequence (57 ) using a
1-kHz radio frequency field. Net magnetization at different
points (a–g) are described in the text. The two coherence
transfer pathways are depicted as I and II.
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�d 3 e� O¡
2JISIZSZ

� � 1/2JIS

�IX cos 	St1 � 2IYSXsin 	St1

�e 3 f�O¡
�90��IY � SY�

2JISIZSZ�� � 1/2JIS�

IZ cos 	St1 � IXsin 	St1

�f 3 g� O¡
�90�IX

�180�IX

IY cos 	St1 � IXsin 	St1 [13]

For each t1 value, two transients are recorded and
stored separately. The phase �1 is incremented by
180°, and the amplitude of the second gradient pulse
inverted for the second transient. Signals recorded for
a given t1 value are stored in separate locations and
are added and subtracted to generate amplitude mod-
ulated signals. A 90° zero-order phase correction is
subsequently applied to every second FID. In general
current software processing package perform a linear
combination of the two datasets in the time domain,
rather than the addition and subtraction in the fre-
quency domain. In general terms the following oper-
ation is performed. Real1 and Imag1 are the first data
points of the two data sets (mostly acquired in an
interleave fashion). Real2 and Imag2 are the second
points or in other words the imaginary points in the
acquired dimension:

Real1 � �Imag2 � Imag1

Imag1 � Real2 � Real1

Real2 � Real2 � Real1

Imag2 � �Imag2 � Imag1

The resulting data sets are transformed by the
STATES method (36).

Figure 11 shows 1D cross sections at 121.3 and
119.2 PPM from 1H-15N HSQC spectra (recorded by
three different sequences) on CBD, a protein fragment
of 115 amino acid residues (44). Figure 11(a,c) show
spectra from the conventional HSQC sequence, and
Fig. 11(b,d) shows spectra from the sensitivity-en-
hanced gradient sequence (gs-HSQC). The gs-HSQC
sequences give sensitivity improvement of 10% com-
pared with the fundamental HSQC sequence.

Gradient versions of se-HSQC experiments have
additional advantages beyond the single-transient
elimination of I
 3 I� pathway. In a nongradient
se-HSQC sequence, the two pathways are not always
perfectly balanced, because they have slightly differ-
ent relaxation losses, as one pathway is channeled
through IZ and the other through 2IY SX, which have
different relaxation rates; these differences are more
pronounced in large molecules. This means that a

P-type signal is contaminated with some N-type sig-
nal, and vice versa. In the PFG se-HSQC experiment
these artifacts are efficiently suppressed.

Gradient-Enhanced HMQC Sequence with Sensitiv-
ity Enhancement (gs-HMQC). A gradient version
for the gs-HMQC pulse sequence (45) is shown in
Fig. 12 along with the coherence transfer pathway.
Magnetizations at different points are shown in Eq.
[14], and coherence transfer pathways are drawn
based on Schemes III–IV and Scheme V, respectively,
in the Appendix. The strategies in this pulse sequence
design are based on those of Palmer et al. (38) and
Kay et al. (44):

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�90�IX

�IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos 2�JIS� � 2IXSZsin 2�JIS�

Figure 11 Cross section from 1H-15N spectra of CBD
recorded with different sequences (a,c) nongradient, nonen-
hanced HSQC sequence (two scan/FID, 28 Hz presentation
field); (b,d) from gradient-enhanced HSQC sequence with
sensitivity-enhancement (gs-HSQC; 1 transient/FID). The
strength and duration of gradient pulses were identical in
both the gradient experiments. Spectra are normalized so
that noise level was the same for each spectrum (44 ).
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O¡
� � 1/ 2JIS

2IXSZO¡
�90�SX

�2IXSY

The 180° (X) pulse on I-spin refocuses the chemical
shift of I-spin:

�b 3 c� O¡
�	St1�SZ

�2IX�SY cos 	St1 � SXsin 	St1�

�c 3 d� O¡
�90�IY

�180�SX

2IZ�SY cos 	St1 � SXsin 	St1�

�d 3 e� O¡
�90�I�Y

�90�SX

2IXSZ cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1O¡
2JISIZSZ

�� � 1/2JIS�


IY cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1

�e 3 f� O¡
�90�IX,SY

IZ cos 	St1

� 2IXSZsin 	St1O¡
2JISIZSZ

�� � 1/2JIS�

IZ cos 	St1 � IYsin 	St1

Two orthogonal in-phase magnetization components
are detected, which enhances the sensitivity of the
signals.

�f 3 g� O¡
�90�IY

�180�IX

IX cos 	St1 � IYsin 	St1 [14]

However, for each t1, two transients are recorded and
stored separately; corresponding to �2 � x, �2 �
�x. The net magnetization for each step before the
acquisition (point g) is given below.

Step I IX cos 	St1 � IYsin 	St1 if �2 � x [15a]

Step II �IX cos 	St1 � IY cos 	St1 if �2 � �x

[15b]

The selection of coherence transfer pathways is ac-
complished with two gradients, G1 and G2.

Pathway I (S� 3 I�) and Pathway II (S� 3 I�).
The net phase acquired from the two pathways is as
follows:

��S�1G1 � �I�2G1 � 0. [16]

where �S and �I are the gyromagnetic ratio of S- and
I-spin, �1 and �2 are the duration of the first and
second gradients, and G1 and G2 are the gradient
strengths. The refocusing condition is

�
�1G1

�2G2
�

�I

�S
[17]

for 1H-15N, �I/�S � 10, �1G1 � �10 �2G2. By
adjustment of the gradient strength, duration, and
polarity, echo (pathway I) as well as anti-echo (path-
way II) signals are selected.

For each t1 value, two transients corresponding to
�2 � x (Eq. 15a) and �2 � �x (Eq. 15b) are
recorded and stored separately and then added and
subtracted, with a 90° phase shift applied to the ad-
dition of the transients. Final pure phase absorption is

Figure 12 Pulse sequence for the gradient with sensitiv-
ity-enhanced HMQC (gs-HMQC) sequence. Phases �1( x,
x, �x, �x), �2( x, �x), �3( y, �y), and �R( x, �x, �x,
x) are used in the sequence (45 ). In these pulse sequences,
the delays �, �1, and �2 are set to 2.77, 1.75, and 0.4 ms,
respectively. Phase cycling is not necessary; however, a
four-step phase cycle is used, which is �1( x, x, �x, �x),
�2( x, �x), �3( y, �y), and receiver �R( x, �x, �x, x).
Unlabeled pulses are applied along the x-axis. For every t1

increment, the phase �2 and the gradient G2 is inverted. The
strength of gradients G1 and G2 are 40 G/cm with duration
1.5 and 0.3 ms, respectively, along the z direction. Quadra-
ture detection in the �1 dimension is achieved by adding
and subtracting two consecutive transients. Magnetization
at different points (a–g) are also shown in the text. The two
coherence transfer pathways are depicted as I and II.
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obtained by processing the data by the STATES
method (36).

Figure 13 shows a cross section of the 1H-15N
HMQC spectra of calmodulin by different methods.
Spectra were recorded on 15N-labeled calmodulin at
30°C with a protein concentration of 1 mM at pH 6.8.
The cross section of 1H-15N HMQC spectra is scaled
to the same noise level at 15N chemical shifts 131.1
and 124.0 PPM. Figure 13(a,c) shows the cross sec-
tion from the phase-cycled HMQC experiment (10)
with water suppression achieved by a 70-Hz presatu-
ration field for a duration of 1 sec. Figure 13(b,d)
corresponds to the cross section from the gs-HMQC
experiment. Suppression of the water signal is
achieved by a pulsed-field gradient to avoid the sen-
sitivity loss from exchangeable NH signals due to

presaturation. The gs-HMQC experiment achieves
(45) sensitivity enhancement by factor of 1.43 � 0.30
compared with a conventional HMQC experiment.

Thus a sensitivity-enhanced experiment, with or
without gradients, has a signal-to-noise ratio that is
greater by a factor of �2 than that of the phase-cycled
experiment.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE HMQC
AND HSQC PULSE SEQUENCES

Both HMQC and HSQC sequences follow a similar
polarization transfer strategy of the type given below:

IO¡
Polarization

Transfer
S 3 Evolution

�t1�

O¡
Reverse Polarization

Transfer
I 3 Detection

�t2�

However, there are several differences:

1. In HSQC sequence, the single quantum type:
2IZ SX or 2IZ SY coherence exists during the
evolution period, whereas, in the HMQC se-
quence, the coherence of the multiple-quantum
type: 2IX SX, 2IX SY exists during evolution pe-
riod.

2. In the HSQC sequence the Larmor precession
of I-spin must be refocused in each delay �
separately (Fig. 5). In order to allow J modula-
tion to proceed, this must be accomplished with
nonselective 180° pulses. However, in the
HMQC sequence (Fig. 6), one 180° pulse on
I-spin refocuses the Larmor precession of I-spin
during both delay periods �.

3. In HSQC, characteristic T2 relaxation time for
antiphase SQ coherence (2IZ SX) is shorter that
MQ coherence such as 2IX SY, which exists in
the HMQC sequence. In principle this would
allow higher resolution in the �1 dimension to
the HMQC spectrum. In HSQC, the 2IZ SX term
is not modulated by passive coupling ( JHH�) of
I-spin, whereas in HMQC the coherence 2IX SY

is modulated by passive coupling. HSQC yields
singlets in the �1 dimension and HMQC yields
multiplets (almost every proton in a molecule
has at least some geminal or vicinal couplings
to other protons), in practice the HSQC spec-
trum affords better resolution. Moreover, the
collapse of multiplets into a singlet at least
partly compensates for the intrinsically lower
sensitivity of the HSQC sequence compared to

Figure 13 Cross section from 1H-15N HMQC spectra of
calmodulin recorded with different pulse sequence: (a,b)
from the conventional HMQC; (c,d) from gradient-en-
hanced HMQC with sensitivity-enhancement (gs-HMQC).
In all these experiments, broadband decoupling during ac-
quisition period was accomplished by GARP-1 (35 ) decou-
pling sequence. A spectrum was obtained by using the same
acquisition and processing parameters for each. The 1D-
slice shown here was scaled to the same noise level for
comparison (45 ).
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the HMQC sequence. In addition, if both I- and
S-spins are subject to exchange broadening ef-
fects, the HMQC experiment suffers more, be-
cause both spins are in the xy plane.

4. For both phase-cycled and gradient-enhanced
experiments, signal intensities are higher for
multiple-quantum experiments, mainly because
of the smaller number of RF pulses. This makes
the HSQC sequence more sensitive to B1 inho-
mogeneity. In practice, these experiments are
usually incorporated as modules of more com-
plex experiments and the choice of sequences
depends on various factors such as convenience
of incorporation and overall relaxation effects.

In many situations, the S-spin nucleus (e.g., 13C)
possesses multiple homonuclear (e.g., 13C-13C) cou-
plings, which manifest as splittings in the indirect (�1)
dimension and effectively reduces resolution in that
dimension. This problem can be circumvented in an
important variation of the HSQC sequence known as
the constant-time experiment.

CONSTANT TIME HSQC

The constant-time HSQC (CT-HSQC) experiment
aims at eliminating the multiplet structure of the S-
spin in the �1 dimension due to homonuclear cou-
plings by using a constant-time (2T) period, during
which t1 evolution is combined with refocusing of
homonuclear couplings (46–48).

The pulse sequence for CT-HSQC is shown in Fig.
14. For proteins, the effect of J-coupling between
aliphatic and carbonyl carbons during t1 is removed
by a selective, off-resonance, 180° pulse on 13CO.
The second 180° pulse on 13CO serves to refocus the
phase twist experienced by the aliphatic 13C nuclei
due to Bloch-Siegert shift induced by off resonance
decoupling pulse on 13CO. Three observations be-
tween points (b,c) (Fig. 15) are to be noted. Chemical
shift for the S-spin evolves for t1 [t1/ 2 
 T � (T �
t1/ 2) � t1] and heteronuclear coupling ( JIS) is de-
coupled [t1/ 2 � T 
 (T � t1/ 2) � 0]. However,
homonuclear coupling ( JCC) evolves for the duration
2T time period [�t1/ 2 
 T 
 T 
 t1 � 2T].
Magnetization at different points is described using
the schemes given in the Appendix (Schemes III and
IV).

�a 3 b� IZO¡
�90�IX

�IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

�IY cos 2�JIS� � 2IXSZsin 2�JIS�

O¡
� � 1/4JIS

2IXSZO¡
�90��I�Y � SX�

�2IZSY

�b 3 c� O¡
�	S�SZ

�2IZSY cos 	St1cosn��JCC2T�

� 2IZSXsin 	St1cosn��JCC2T� � antiphase terms

The antiphase terms such as 4 IZ SY S2Zcos
	S t1sinn(�JCC2T) and 8IZ SY S2ZS3Zsin 	S t1cosn

(�JCC2T) are not converted back to an observable
proton magnetization by the reverse INEPT sequence
following the constant-time evolution and can be ig-
nored; n refers to the number of S-spin coupling
partners. S2, S3 corresponds to other coupled 13C
nuclei. If the 2T time period is adjusted to n/JCC, then
cosn(�JCC2T) gives negative or positive cross peaks
for S-spins having an odd or even number of coupled
partners, respectively:

�c 3 d�O¡
�90��IY � SX�

�2IXSZ cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1

O¡
2JISIZSZ

� � 1/ 2JIS

�IY cos 	St1 � 2IXSXsin 	St1 [18]

Figure 14 Pulse sequence for the 1H-13C CT-HSQC ex-
periment (41). Appropriate phase cycling is �1 � x, �x;
�2 � 8( x), 8(�x); �3 � 2( x), 2( y), 2(�x), 2(�y);
�4 � 16( y), 16(�y); and receiver �R2( x, �x, �x, x),
2(�x, x, x, �x). If required, this 32-step phase cycle may
be reduced by a factor of 2 by eliminating cycling of �4.
The first and the last 180° (13C) pulses are best applied as
composite pulses of the type 90x–180y–180x, in order to
minimize resonance offset and rf inhomogeneity effects.
15N decoupling during the constant-time evolution period
can be accomplished using a Waltz-16 (57 ) decoupling
scheme, and 13C decoupling during the data acquisition
period can be accomplished with a GARP-1 (59) decoupling
scheme. Net magnetization at different points (a–d) is de-
scribed in the text.
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The resolution enhancement and spectral editing fea-
tures of CT-HSQC are presented in Fig. 15. Generally
13C-13C aliphatic coupling ranges from 32 to 40 Hz.
The optimum length of 2T would be �27 ms to
maximize the cos(�JCC2T) factor. Figure 15(a,b) re-
fers to the conventional HSQC sequence as well as the
CT-HSQC spectrum acquired with 2T � 54 ms with
identical resolution. Comparing the time domain sig-
nals of HSQC and CT-HSQC (5, 46, 49) and taking
account of T2 relaxation, one gets

F�t1�HSQC � exp��t1/T2�exp�i	St1�� cos��JCC t1�

[19]

F�t1�CT-HSQC � exp��2T/T2�exp�i	St1�� cos��JCC2T�

[20]

The two major differences are the damping, exp(�t1/
T2) in the HSQC sequence and exp(�2T/T2) in CT-
HSQC, and the JCC modulates during t1 in HSQC and
during 2T in CT-HSQC. The absence of t1-dependent
damping in CT-HSQC ensures no signal decay in the
�1 dimension. The peaks in CT-HSQC are not split,
but their intensity is diminished by a factor of

exp(�2T/T2) � cos(�JCC2T). If T2 is long enough
and a suitable value of 2T selected so that �
cos(�JCC2T) � 1, then the collapse of multiplets
into singlets in CT-HSQC outweighs the intrinsic
reduction in peak heights. An additional advantage of
constant transverse relaxation is that the signal does
not decay as a function of t1, and therefore, mirror
image linear prediction is more efficient (50).

Finally, it should be noted that at natural abun-
dance S-S couplings are of no consequence in the
HSQC sequence, and therefore, the CT-HSQC exper-
iment offers no advantage.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

In liquid-state NMR, spin relaxation due to cross-
correlation of two anisotropic spin interactions can
provide useful information about molecular structure
and dynamics. These effects are manifested as differ-
ential line widths or line intensities in the NMR spec-
tra. In the past, cross-correlation effects have been
considered more of a nuisance than a benefit. Re-
cently, it has become clear that cross-correlation ef-

Figure 15 Comparison of the 1H-13C shift correlation spectra (41) of the protein calmodulin recorded with (a,d) the regular
HSQC experiment; (b,e) the CT-HSQC experiment with 2T � 26.6 ms, and (c,f) the CT-HSQC experiment with 2T � 53.2
ms. The spectral width in the 13C dimension was adjusted to 5000 Hz (33 PPM) and the carrier was shifted postprocessing to
57 PPM. Therefore, resonance resonating upfield of 40.5 PPM appear at f1 frequencies that are 33 PPM downfield from their
actual chemical shift. For the CT-HSQC spectra, no phase correction was needed in the F1 dimension, and negative contour
levels correspond to carbons with an odd number of aliphatic carbon neighbors.
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fects can be utilized in order to decrease transverse
relaxation rates and thus enable NMR spectroscopy of
very large systems (51, 52). It has been recognized
that at very high magnetic field strengths, cross cor-
relation between dipole-dipole (DD) and chemical
shift anisotropy (CSA) interactions in a 15N-1H pair
can be utilized to obtain sharp line widths for very
large proteins. An important pulse sequence called
TROSY (transverse relaxation optimized spectros-
copy) has been developed based on cross-correlation
phenomenon.

TROSY is basically a heteronuclear correlation
experiment in which the proton magnetization is first
transferred to 15N (or 13C) that evolves during t1 [with
differential relaxation rate of the 15N doublet due to
CSA (15N)-dipole (15N-1H) cross-correlation]. Mag-
netization is transferred back to the proton prior to
detection [with differential line broadening of the
proton doublet due to CSA (1H)-dipole (1H-15N)
cross-correlation]. The resulting cross peak is a mul-
tiplet of four peaks, each having different widths, in
the �1 and �2 dimensions. On the contrary, these four
multiplets from each amide proton in the HSQC spec-
tra averages to generate one peak due to application of
180° pulse on I-spin during t1 evolution as well as 15N
decoupling during detection. In TROSY spectra,
among these four multiplets, one which is not affected
by line broadening due to DD � CSA cross-correla-
tion is selected by the application of intuitive phase
cycling. Details regarding TROSY are beyond the
scope of this review and can be found elsewhere
(53–56).

CONCLUSION

It has been the intention of the authors to describe a
selection of fundamental experiments that are neces-
sary for resonance assignments and structure determi-
nation of isotope-labeled proteins. The basic unifying
features of pulse sequences have been presented so
that the underlying mechanics of even complicated
sequences become more transparent. In addition, the
mathematical derivations have been given in great
detail with the hope that this will help a newcomer to
understand the latest pulse sequence techniques more
easily.
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APPENDIX

For a single spin, three angular momentum operations
are needed for a complete description, i.e., IX, IY, and
IZ. For two spins, an additional subscript, 1 or 2 is
necessary to indicate which spin they refer to: Spin 1:
I1XI1YI1Z, Spin 2: I2XI2YI2Z.

Scheme I: Commutator Relations

�IZ, IZSZ� � �IZ, IZ�SZ � 0 [A1]

�IZSZ, IZ� � �IZ, IZ�SZ � 0 [A2]

�IX, IY� � iIZ [A3]

�IY, IZ� � iIX [A4]

�IZ, IX� � iIY [A5]

�SX, SY� � iSZ [A6]

�SY, SZ� � iSX [A7]

�SZ, SX� � iSY [A8]

Scheme II: Coherence Space for Two-Spin
System

Coherence Coherence Name

IZ Longitudinal I-spin
SZ Longitudinal S-spin
IX, SY, IY, SY Transverse I- and S-spin
IZ SZ Longitudinal two-spin order
IX SZ, IY SZ Transverse I-spin antiphase

with S-spin
IZ SX, IZ SY Transverse S-spin antiphase

with I-spin
IX SX, IY SX, IX SY, IY SY Multiple-quantum coher-

ence

Scheme III: Free Precession

During the period of precession, the effect of chemi-
cal shift and scalar coupling evolution must be con-
sidered. For I-spin, the � � 	I IZ, where 	I is the
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offset of the I-spin, and rotation during the delay � can
be presented as follows:

IXO¡
�	I�IZ

IXcos 	I� � IYsin 	I� [A9]

IYO¡
�	I�IZ

IYcos 	I� � IXsin 	I� [A10]

IZO¡
�	I�IZ

IZ [A11]

For two-spin systems (I and S) the form of Hamilto-
nian for spin-spin scalar coupling ( JIS) can be written
as � � 2�JISIZ SZ. The magnetization under spin-
spin coupling is as follows:

IXO¡
2JISIZSZ

IXcos �JIS� � 2IYSZsin �JIS� [A12]

IYO¡
2JISIZSZ

IYcos �J� � 2IXSZsin �JIS� [A13]

2IYSZO¡
2JISIZSZ

2IYSZcos �J� � IXsin �JIS� [A14]

2IXSZO¡
2JISIZSZ

2IXSZcos �JIS� � IYsin �JIS� [A15]

2IXSXO¡
2JISIZSZ

2IXSX [A16]

2IXSYO¡
2JISIZSZ

2IXSY [A17]

2IYSXO¡
2JISIZSZ

2IYSX [A18]

2IYSYO¡
2JISIZSZ

2IYSY [A19]

Multiple quantum coherence does not evolve under
spin-spin coupling.

General Rule for Rotation

I�O¡
�� �I�

I�cos � � i�I�, I��sin � for �I�, I�� � 0

[A20]

I�O¡
�� �I�

I� for �I�, I�� � 0 [A21]

where �, � are the possible combinations of x, y, and
z axis.

Scheme IV: Effect of Radio
Frequency Pulse

IZO¡
�90�IY

IX [A22]

IXO¡
�90�IX

IX [A23]

IZO¡
�90�IX

�IY [A24]

IYO¡
�90�IX

IZ [A25]

IYO¡
�90�IY

IY [A26]

2IYSZO¡
�90�SX

�2IYSY [A27]

Scheme V

Spin rotation in terms of raising and lowering opera-
tor. The coherence transfer formalism (15, 21) use
shift operators, otherwise known as raising and low-
ering operators. These operators are related to the
angular momentum operators by

I
 � IX � iIY [A28]

I� � IX � iIY [A29]

The effects of radio frequency pulses, chemical shift,
and spin coupling on different coherence level are as
follows:

2IXSX � 1/ 2�I
S
 � I�S
 � I
S� � I�S��

2IXSY � 1/ 2i�I
S
 � I�S
 � I
S� � I�S��

2IYSX � 1/ 2i�I
S
 � I�S
 � I
S� � I�S��

2IYSY � �1/2�I
S
 � I
S� � I
S
 � I�S
�

Effect of Radio Frequency Pulse

IZO¡
�90�IX

�i/2�I� � I
� [A30]

IZO¡
�90�IY

1/ 2�I� � I
� [A31]
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I
O¡
�90�IX

1/ 2�I� � I
� � iIZ [A32]

I
O¡
�90�IY

�1/2�I� � I
� � IZ [A33]

I�O¡
�90�IX

1/ 2�I� � I
� � iIZ [A34]

I�O¡
�90�IY

1/ 2�I� � I
� � IZ [A35]

I�O¡
�180�IX

I� [A36]

I�O¡
�180�IY

�I� [A37]

Chemical Shift Effect

I�O¡
�	I��IZ

I�e�i	I� [A38]

Spin Coupling Effect

I
O¡
�2JISIZSZ��

I
cos��JIS�� � 2iSZI
sin��JIS�� [A39]

I�O¡
�2JISIZSZ��

I�cos��JIS�� � 2iSZI�sin��JIS�� [A40]
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